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THIS WEEK’S
NEWSLETTER:
HAPPY MARTIN
LUTHER KING DAY!
Markets closed for national
holiday
JOB LOSS TUESDAY WILL WE SURVIVE?
News of Steve Jobs taking
a third medical leave hits
the markets
WHICH WAY
WEDNESDAY TOPPING OR POPPING?
Phil’s January 3rd Dow
target hit - two days ahead
of schedule
F’ING DIP THURSDAY DO WE BUY IT?
Do we follow the advice of
“Captain Broccoli” or do
we pay attention to
fundamentals?
FREAKY FRIDAY ALPHA 2 SAYS “CLIFF
AHEAD”
But will the “Power of
POMO” prevail yet again?
THE WEEK AHEAD
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11,871	

(+0.7%)
1,283	

 (-0.8%)
2,690	

 (-3.3%)
8,105	

 (-0.8%)
773	

 (-4.2%)
89.13	

 (-2.8%)
1,341	

 (-1.4%)

There has been no shortage of financial pundits proffering
bullish premises to explain the recent stock market gains. From
David Tepper’s trust in the government “put” to Jim Cramer’s
fevered pseudo-revivalistic exhortations to buy, and buy now, it
hasn’t been hard to find market cheerleaders.
But this week reality intruded upon Wall Street’s “hopium”
haze, even if just a little. The last index we were watching for
confirmation of the rally, the Russell 2000 (RUT), fell more than
4% from its breakout level of 800. Perhaps the announcement by
Steve Jobs that he is taking another medical leave helped take
the Nasdaq down over 3%. Apple Inc. (AAPL), a major component
of the Nasdaq, ended the week down 6.2% from $348.46 to
$326.72.
If only briefly, the market seemed to be paying attention to
the Federal Reserve’s double edged sword of “money printing,”
or monetizing debt. Liquidity pumped into the markets through
primary dealers (such as JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs) has been
contributing to inflation in food prices and sparking widespread
protests in multiple countries. The fact that riots have turned
deadly and at least one government has been overthrown
probably didn’t help the bullish cause.
In spite of Ben Bernanke’s anemic denials of inflation, the
U.S. is not escaping the ravages of higher prices of necessities.
(Call it inflation or call it higher prices.) The broad market,
though not so much the Dow, seemed to sense that the
fundamental problems in the global economy are going to be
extremely difficult to solve.
Whether higher input prices (such as energy) were going to
be passed on to consumers has been a topic of heated debate,
with proponents of quantitative easing asserting this would not
happen. However, on Thursday, Goldman Sachs reported that
General Mills raised prices on snack bars 7% last week. “This
reportedly followed a comparable increase taken by K [Kellogg]
on snack bars in mid-December. In addition, KFT [Kraft] has
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reportedly announced a 6% increase on select
Planters branded nut products. We expect
more price increases to be announced by the
food companies in the coming weeks.”
The National Inflation Association reported:
“SuperValu, the third-largest U.S. food
retailer with 2,349 stores that operate under
such names as Acme, Albertsons, and Save-ALot, just reported that all of their major
vendors have announced their intentions to
pass along rising costs throughout the calendar
year and the company will be raising prices on
all food items by 3% to 14%.”
Certainly there is no problem with believing
in the miraculous ability of the fabled
American Consumer to rebound from adversity
with millions of shoppers reflexively whipping
out their credit cards in a well-orchestrated
annual ritual of consumption, fattening the
coffers of retailers and bringing endless joy to
us all...until we examine recent retail reports.
During an interview on Bloomberg television
in December, discussing the dismal economy
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leading up to the 2010 holiday season, Howard
Davidowitz observed, “We had a big change,
everything went into the tank, it's a little
better now, but if you really look under the
covers now, you have a lot of people with
vested interests reporting on the sales, when
you really look under the covers Wal-Mart does
10% of US retail sales. They have 150 million
customers, and have been down six straight
quarters. Sears is the largest department store
in America. They're, you know, terrible and
their stock is down for the year even though
the retail index is so good. So the largest
department store and the largest retailer on
the planet with 10% of US retail sales is not
good. Best Buy had a huge earnings miss. Toys
'R Us (losses) increased last quarter. A&P is
h u g e a n d t h e y j u s t f i l e d b a n k r u p t c y.
(Department store chain) Loehmanns just filed
bankruptcy. Charming (Shoppes) is going to
close over a hundred stores. TJ Maxx just
liquidated the AJ Right division.” (For a
further analysis of Davidowitz’s interview, read
“Retail Leaders on the Ropes”)
Perhaps the market is at a turning point
where economic realities and
fundamentals may matter again.
Even David Tepper is feeling less
bullish these days, asserting that
2011 will be “harder and not
without risk” when advising
investors to look to equities for
the best returns. (He Predicted
2010 Correctly...And 2011 Is
Going To Be Bad)
With the RUT failing to hold
our “Breakout2” level of 800,
and other indexes beginning to
lose enthusiasm for their lofty
levels, we are comfortable
staying “cashy and cautious.” We
will continue to monitor the
markets in general, and our
“Breakout2” levels in particular
(Chart on page 9).
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Monday Morning Musings
The market was closed in celebration of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.
Phil had his own dream. “My dream is that one
day the markets will be left alone and we can get
back to trading on fundamentals that can be
measured. My dream is that we can ask whether a
company makes a good product that is in demand
at profitable and sustainable margins, instead of
worrying about how much stimulus money the
investment bankers can get their hands on. Instead
of wondering whether a stock is a good candidate
for the next pump and dump program using our
taxpayer dollars to make the price of both equities
and commodities much more expensive than they
should be, while depressing interest rates so we
are also grossly underpaid for our savings."
Apple Inc. (AAPL) CEO Steve Jobs announced on
Monday morning that he is taking a medical leave
of absence. His message, sent to all Apple
employees, stated “At my request, the board of
directors has granted me a medical leave of
absence so I can focus on my health. I will continue
as CEO and be involved in major strategic decisions
for the company... I love Apple so much and hope
to be back as soon as I can... - Steve.” Speculation
on the meaning of “hope to be back as soon as I
can” ran rampant among bloggers. Henry Blodget
wrote, “In our opinion, those are not the words of
someone taking a short leave who is confident he
will be back at the company soon (or ever).”
The last time Jobs took a medical leave, his
tone was more sanguine. He planned to be gone till
June and was looking forward to seeing everyone in
the summer. In the past, because Jobs is perceived
as having a tremendous influence on his company,
concerns regarding his health have spooked
investors. Health-shocks, though not so shocking,
have led to sharp declines in Apple’s share price.
Apple, with a market cap of about $300 billion,
makes up approximately 21% of the Nasdaq 100.
Weakness in AAPL is reflected in the Nasdaq. Apple
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is one of the world’s largest technology companies
by total sales. Its iPhone may be considered one of
the most iconic “American” products in the world.
But not if money flow has anything to do with it.
Yuqing Xing and Neal Detert noted in a research
paper published by the Asian Development Bank
Institute, the iPhone contributed $1.9Bn to the US
trade deficit with the People’s Republic of China.
How is it possible that an American designed
product is adding to the U.S. trade deficit?
According to Xing and Detert, “All ready-to-use
iPhones have been shipped to the US from the PRC
[People’s Republic of China]. Foreign direct
investment, production fragmentation, and
production networks have jointly reversed the
trade pattern predicted by conventional trade
theories. The manufacturing process of iPhones
illustrates how the global production network
functions, why a developing country such as PRC
can export high-tech goods—at least according to
the currently applied methodology for calculating
trade statistics—and why the US, the country that
invented the iPhone, becomes an importer.”

“

“Our overall trade deficit is
$600Bn...and it would be much worse if
not for the fact that we are currently
pushing massive food inflation out to the rest of
the World. With no manufacturing base
remaining in this country, it’s very hard to see
what can be done to turn these numbers around
when even a ‘fine American product’ like the
IPhone only serves to add to our deficit.
“There are no easy fixes, and what bothers
me about the market is that it’s priced like
there are easy fixes. Perhaps the market is
priced to account for the inevitable inflation
and that is a valid investing premise but, so far,
inflation is not coming on fast enough to
support the values the market has been
hitting.” - Phil
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Job Loss Tuesday - Will We Survive?
The markets closed the day positive,
shaking off the bad news from Apple and an
earnings miss from Citigroup. The Dow rose
0.43% to 11,838, the S&P added 0.14% to 1,295
and the Nasdaq climbed 0.38% to 2,766.
The Dow hit Phil’s target of 11,850 before
pulling back. The Dollar dropped from Tuesday
morning’s high of 79.2 down to a low of 78.6
late in the afternoon. Our premise, when the
Dollar drops the markets pop, held up.
Apple was down only 2.25% at the end of
the day, though it opened down about 5%.
Citigroup’s Q4 earnings of $0.04 missed by
$0.04, and its shares dropped 6% from last
Fridays’s close.
On Sunday, January 16th, Phil wrote to
M e m b e r s , " I t ’s n o t a b o u t A A P L m i s s i n g
[earnings] but about ‘can it exceed
expectations?’ It is up 10% more this month on
top of a 12.5% run since last Quarter (from
$280) on expectations that it hits $5.38 in EPS
for the Quarter, which is up from $3.67 last
year (46%) when the stock was at $200. So the
stock is already up 74% on a 46% gain in EPS
(and it sold off after earnings last Jan), which
means it is running a bit ahead of itself so ANY
disappointment is not likely to be taken well,
whether it’s soft IPod sales, lowered guidance
due to memory supply constraints or any sort
of decrease in margin.
“I wouldn’t bet on those things happening
because AAPL is the greatest company on the
planet Earth but, even with all that going for
it, at the moment 2011 EPS is projected to hit
$20, up from $15 last year (33%), while 2012 is
pegged at $23.15, up a mere 15% – that is
slowing growth. As I have often pointed out
regarding extrapolating – AAPL is NOT priced
for slowing growth. I have also pointed out
that unless Apple comes out with cars or TVs
it can sell to the top 10% over the next 5 years
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– it will soon become a company that will be
refreshing the same old things, fighting for
market share with everyone else."

On Tuesday morning Phil wrote “Obviously,
with the Steve Jobs situation, everyone is
wondering how to play things. At the
time (7:03 am), I thought the fact that AAPL
was only down 3.7%, at $335, seemed fake and
ridiculous, but what else is new in this market?
Our position was to short pretty much
everything as the Nas futures were all the way
back to 2,310, which was not even down half a
point from Friday’s close and some simple
math tells us that AAPL is over 20% of the
Nasdaq. A 5% drop in AAPL will take the Nasdaq
down 1% while a 20% drop in AAPL will take the
Nasdaq down 4% – right back to the 50 DMA at
2,640. That seems like a reasonable pullback –
especially when you consider that 2% of the
current 2,755 was a result of last Friday’s
ridiculous rally.”
The Nasdaq didn’t feel much Apple related
pain on Tuesday but closed Friday at 2,690,
down 3.3% for the week.
Concerns that Citigroup may have been
selling defective mortgages to Freddie Mac “at
an alarmingly high rate” as recently as last
year were discussed by Jonathan Weil in a
Bloomberg article:
“The details are in an October 25, 2010,
internal Freddie Mac memo summarizing the
findings of a yearlong quality-control review
that ended last September. Fifteen percent of
the performing loans that Citigroup sold to
Freddie were ‘not acceptable quality,’ based
on a sample of 375 loans from 2009 and 2010,
the memo said. That means they didn’t meet
Freddie’s standards, due to missing documents,
ineligible borrowers or other reasons. A defect
rate of 5 percent is considered acceptable
within the industry.”
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Which Way Wednesday - Topping or Popping?
Wednesday was a down day for the markets,
with the Dow down 0.11% to 11,825, the S&P
down 1.01% to 1,282 and the Nasdaq down 1.46%
to 2,725. Declining stocks outnumbered
advancing stocks by five to one.
The Dollar dropped during the day but
recovered during the afternoon, ending the day
at 78.7. The chart on the right shows the inverse
relationship between the Dow and UUP (a proxy
for the Dollar). We’ve also created a chart of the
last seven months showing the Dow and the
Dollar (on the next page), and the pattern is
plain to see.
On January 3, Phil discussed the “Alpha 2
TradeBot Pattern” (chart on Friday’s page) and
predicted that the Dow would hit 11,850 by
expiration day (Friday, January 21). As it was, the
Dow hit that target two days early, on
Wednesday, January 19.
In Wednesday’s article Phil wrote, “If the
S&P 1,300 becomes a hard stop and the Dow
can’t hold 11,850, let alone break above 12,000,
then the second part of my prediction was that
we would pull back to Dow 10,900 and S&P
1,188. This would test the 200 day moving
averages. If we get that pullback and those
levels hold, THEN we will be happy to get on the
bullish bandwagon – we just want a test!”
As it worked out, the S&P bounced off of the
1,296 mark late Tuesday, and the Dow bounced
off of the 11,900 mark early Friday. So how does
an investor make intelligent investment decisions
in this market?
Phil discussed some recent picks, such as
CSCO and GLW, and why he likes these better
than momentum plays like NFLX or CREE. “I
mentioned in the Morning Post of Jan. 6 that I
liked CSCO ($20.77 at the time) and GLW
($18.98) as solid, go-forward positions. Even
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without our option plays, they are up nicely in
less than two weeks – a higher [combined]
percentage (5% for GLW, 2.5% for CSCO)
compared to AMZN (up 1.8%) and NFLX (up
3.2%). Why would we want to commit $195 to
NFLX when we can buy 10 diversified blue chips
for around $20 like GLW and CSCO? It’s very
doubtful that they will fall victim to a dip the
way fellow MoMo play CREE did last night on a
relatively small miss?”

“

“This is about RISK MANAGEMENT! A
concept that investors seem to have
thrown out the window lately. Why
should we play the high-flyers when we can
make relatively small capital commitments
to leveraged trades that will leave the MoMo
stocks in the dust? For instance, we discussed
the progress of our Breakout Defense
Plays and one was the FAS Apr $20/25 bull
call spread at $2.70, selling the Apr $21 puts
for $2.55 for net .15 on the $5 spread. At
that time (December 3rd) the spread was
netting $3.05 (up 2,033%) and today it’s at
net $3.50 – up another 15% in two weeks.
$3.50 is up 2,233% and the trade still looks
like it’s in no particular danger of failing its
$4.85 profit goal.” - Phil
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The Russell 2000 (RUT) dropped sharply from
an early morning high of 807.52 down to 790 by
Wednesday’s close. It continued down to Friday’s
after-market low of 773.39. Zero Hedge observed,
“Something dramatic happened in the past 2
days: fundamentals came back with a thud, quite
literally, for those MoMo traders who believe that
they can always top tick a stock and sell just
before it. Instead now they are caught in a toxic
spiral of doubt when to take profits, hoping for a
return to previous highs, even as stocks continue
to descend ever lower.”
The tension between technical and
fundamental forces is very interesting to watch,
and quite challenging to trade. Jesse of Jesse's
Americain Cafe analyzed the situation as follows:
“I think the first leg of this correction in
stocks is waning a bit as the highly overbought
and complacent condition is being worked off,
and new shorts are engaging in the market to be
squeezed by steady buying in light volumes led by
the SP futures. Perhaps another move down,
while Benny's dose of liquidity directly to Wall
Street takes effect. Excepting some event, it is
hard to imagine a protracted stock market
decline at this time given the artificial support
that Wall Street is receiving. The pigmen feel
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that they are firmly in control of both NY and
Washington.” (Click here for more.)
Phil views the situation similarly, perhaps with
more emphasis on a global event that might
prompt investors to revisit the Dollar, undermining
the usual melt-up in the stock market.
“The only technicals we care about this week
are Dow 11,850 and S&P 1,285 – those need to
hold to keep up the bullish premise. I put up a
new Bear play on BHP in last night’s comments as
well as a way to play MOS for a buyout. Keep in
mind, I am no fan of that sector, as I tend to
believe that you’re probably at a top when food
prices are causing governments to be overthrown.
People are rioting over PRICES, there is no
shortage of food, there is speculation in food
driving up prices...If they can keep pounding the
dollar down, then there is no limit to how high
they can push the market. However, 78.50 has
been solid support since December so we’ll call it
a "bullish" signal [for the stock market] if we
break below that.”
The US Dollar Index dropped below 78.5 midday Friday, ended the week at 78.12. We’ll be
watching this index very closely next week to see
whether the Dollar continues falling through this
support level.
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F’ing Dip Thursday - Do We Buy It?
Thursday was another down day for the
markets, with the Dow only losing 0.01% to
11,824, the S&P down 0.12% to 1,280 and the
Nasdaq sliding 0.77% to 2,704.
“Just buy the f’ing dip” has been the
prevailing mantra of the day, a viewpoint ably
communicated by “Captain Broccoli” in a
popular animation. This has been good advice
for the last several weeks, so do we dare to
i g n o r e t h i s a d v i c e n o w ? Ph i l s u r m i s e d ,
“Wednesday we had the biggest pullback since
November 23 with the Russell and the SOX,
two of our most over-extended indexes, falling
2.5% in a single day. The Russell essentially
gave up an entire month’s worth of gains in a
single day because, as I have warned you over
and over until I myself was bored hearing it,
this has been a low-volume rally and the pure
physics of the situation means that, when
people finally want to sell stocks, there aren’t
enough buyers in the world to support the
prices stocks have run up to.”
In Tuesday’s article, while discussing the
global steel market, Phil wrote, “If anything,
I’d say BHP is overdone. It is dangerous with
earnings coming up on Feb. 16, but I like
buying the Feb $85 puts at $1.12 as a
speculative short.” This was followed up on

Thursday with “WOO-HOO! BHP heading off a
cliff! Very nice for our Feb $85 puts - should be
good for a double!” The BHP $85 puts topped
out at $2.25 during Thursday’s dip, up just over
100% with a gain of $1.13.
Michael Snyder wrote an article titled
“Austerity in America: 22 Signs That It Is
Already Here And That It Is Going To Be Very
Painful.” In it, he discussed the problem of
government debt as something endemic to our
economy, a “crisis of catastrophic proportions
that is not going away any time soon.” These
austerity measures are likely to involve a
combination of spending cuts and tax
increases, neither of which are going to be
popular with the general public.
One of Michael’s more stunning examples of
what is already happening include the city of
Camden, New Jersey, laying off half its police
force. Camden is “the second most dangerous
city in America” with an out of control crime
problem. Mayor Cory Booker announced the
layoffs as part of an attempt to close an $83
million deficit in the city budget, explaining
that the city is experiencing the worse
economic situation since the Great Depression.
The state of Arizona is so desperate for
money that it has actually sold off the state
capitol, the state supreme court building and
the legislative chambers to a group of
investors. It is now leasing the buildings from
their new owners. The state has also
eliminated Medicaid funding for most organ
transplants.
According to 60 minutes, the state of
Illinois is six months behind on paying its bills.
The city of Chicago is so cash-starved that it is
openly discussing the idea of setting up a cityowned casino to raise money for the city’s
general funds.
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Freaky Friday - Alpha 2 Says “Cliff Ahead”
The markets closed mixed on Friday, with the
Dow up 0.42% to 11,872, the S&P up 0.24% to 1,283
and the Nasdaq down 0.55% to 2,690. The Dow
ended the week up 0.7%, but all the other indexes
we track were down between 0.8% and 4.2%.
The New York Times reported on Friday that
President Obama is appointing General Electric CEO
Jeffery R. Immelt as chairman of his outside panel
of economic advisers, replacing outgoing chairman
Paul Volcker. While seen as a “pro-business” move
on Obama’s part, others are less happy about the
appointment.
Bruce Krasting expressed his displeasure,
writing, “At the end of 2009, GE employed 36,000
more people abroad than it did in the U.S. In 2000,
it was the opposite. Since Immelt took over in
2001, GE has shed 34,000 jobs in the U.S. But it's
added 25,000 jobs overseas.
“The shareholders at GE might look at these
results and vote to give Mr. Immelt a pay raise. But
the American people should look at this and say,
‘GE is the poster boy for our problems’. Obama has
just made Immelt his advisor on the economy and
jobs creation. The guy who has done such a good
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job at GE in avoiding US taxes and moving jobs
overseas is now advising the President on how to
do exactly the opposite.
“This is just crazy. The results prove that GE is
no friend of America. Jeff Immelt wakes up every
morning thinking about what is good for GE
shareholders (as he should). But what is best for
GE is not best for America. Immelt has a
tremendous conflict between his day job and his
responsibilities as advisor to the President. Post
the November election Obama is doing all that he
can to appear to be a centrist. He is trying to
warm up to corporate America. Immelt is his “show
pony.” I don’t think he could have made a worse
choice. He will regret it before the next election.”
We’ve updated our previous “Alpha 2” pattern
chart (Version 2, below), and aligned the target top
range of 11,850 with last years’ top range of
10,700. We also adjusted the chart so that the two
options expiration days align. If this chart portends
the future, then next week may be a great week
for bears.
On the other hand, powerful forces, including
next week’s permanent open market operations
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(POMO) and this week’s drop in the Dollar, will be
working against a bearish premise. We’ll track our
“Alpha 2” pattern for the next couple of weeks to
see if it holds up or breaks down. The RUT (Russell
2000) has failed our “Breakout2” level, closing the
week at 773 as shown in our “Must Hold
Levels” (table below).

“

[On the Alpha 2 pattern] “We began
the ‘Turning $10,000 into $50,000 by
January 21’ portfolio on June 11 and
we’re not done yet, but we’re well over $30,000
– including our wrong-way (so far) short bet on
the Dow. We could have killed that one
yesterday but, as today’s title says, we just
have to give the old Alpha 2 pattern a chance to
play out as we would just hate ourselves if we
get that 500-point drop in the Dow right after
we bail on the shorts as that would be our $50K
right there!” - Phil

The latest Initial Jobless Claims numbers
released this week showed initial claims down by
37k to 404k versus a consensus of 420k. Euro
Pacific Capital’s Michael Pento reported, “The
four-week moving average dropped to 411,750
from 415,750. While the trend in claims is no
doubt headed in the correct direction, it is
important to stress that the current level of initial
unemployment claims is still above the trailing 10
year average of 396,486. That fact is amazing
given the massive number of layoffs which
occurred during the last 3 years. So layoffs are
still above trend and hiring is below trend. Those
are the facts.” (Fence Sitters Jump in)

We e k o f J a n u a r y 2 3 , 2 0 1 1
Gingrich has actively promoted the idea of allowing
states to file bankruptcy over the last several
months, despite resistance from states and
investors in the $2.8Tn municipal bond market.
Gingrich declared, “We're faced with the danger
that the states are going to try to show up and say
to Washington ‘You have to give us money’; and I
think we have to have an alternative that allows
us to say no.”
California, one of a handful of states viewed as
likely to default on its debt obligations, is resisting
these efforts. California Treasurer Bill Lockyer said,
“States didn't ask for it. We don't want it. We don't
need it. Bankruptcy would devastate states' ability
to recover from the recession and make the
infrastructure investments that create good jobs.”
New York State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli
remarked, “Just the availability of a bankruptcy
option and the potential bond default could
severely damage state credit ratings and destroy
the trust of bondholders.”

Watching Must Hold Levels
1/21/11

NAS

NYSE

Russell

BREAKOUT
LEVEL 2

11600 1260 2675

7935

800

BREAKOUT
LEVEL 1

11500 1220 2600

7750

725

UP 10%

11220 1177 2420

7500

700

UP 7.5%

10965 1146 2365

7280

672

(MUST HOLD)

Dow

S&P

News came out late in the week that legislators
in Congress are meeting “behind the scenes” to
work out a way to allow states to declare
bankruptcy, thereby making it possible to discharge
crushing debts and continuing obligations,
including continued pension payments to retired
public workers. Under current law, states are
barred from seeking protection in federal
bankruptcy court. Proponents argue that some
states are in such bad shape that the only feasible
option for them may be bankruptcy. Reuters
reported that former speaker of the House Newt
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The Week Ahead
On Saturday, January 22, Options Sage
discussed Phil’s new upcoming “$25,000
Portfolio,” with the stated objective of growing
this virtual portfolio to $100,000 in the next
twelve months. The premise is Smart Portfolio
Management that is tailored to individual
circumstances, very different from more
traditional methods that use generic guidelines
to diversify capital.
Options Sage wrote, “Capital should be
allocated judiciously in a small portfolio.
NEVER allocate a majority of your capital to
any single trade. Dedicating 20% of your
portfolio to relatively conservative trades...is
appropriate but exceeding 30% is far too risky
when dealing with limited capital. With a $25K
portfolio, it becomes increasingly imperative
to be right first time. Financial constraints
limit your ability to scale into trades at
different threshold levels and that makes
timing critical unless…
“Unless you figure out how to trade
without requiring perfect timing of the
market! Those of you trading along with Phil’s
earnings spreads have already seen some of
the ways we take advantage of stock
movement, whether they go up, stay flat or
even drop to some degree.”

P h i l ’ s S t o c k W o r l d 	


The article goes on to describe ways to
manage different kinds of trades using
different approaches, including a simple
variation of a covered call, LEAP (Long-term
Equity Anticipation) calls, hedged calendar
trades, and speculative trades. Each of these
approaches is discussed in detail in the article,
which is available online at Phil’s Stock World.
Chief economist and strategist for Gluskin
Sheff David Rosenberg has a reputation for
being bearish on the equity market. Some even
label him a “Perma-Bear.” When asked what
would make him more bullish on the U.S., he
replied with a list of ten ideas for things he
would like to see done. Included on his list is
energy policy reform to eliminate U.S.
dependance upon foreign oil, rewriting of the
tax code to promote savings and investment, a
credible plan to reverse the run-up in the debt
to GDP ratio, and several other notable
suggestions, including “A creative strategy to
put people to work instead of paying them to
be idle — having nearly half of the unemployed
ranks out of work for over 15 weeks and a 25%
youth jobless rate is unacceptable at any
level.”
Unemployment continues to be a major
s t u m b l i n g b l o c k f o r t h e e c o n o m y, w i t h
workforce participation rates having
dropped from over 67% of the
population back in January of 2000
all the way down to just over 64%
today. This represents millions of
people no longer in the workforce,
no longer looking for work.
Meanwhile, the long-term
unemployment rate has climbed to
levels not seen in decades, with 4.4%
of the labor force consisting of
workers who have been unemployed
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for 27 weeks or longer. Obviously, people who
are unemployed are people who are going to be
net collectors of benefits instead of people
paying taxes. This poses a difficult problem for
states and municipalities already struggling to
provide services while fulfilling their pension
and debt obligations.
Persisting high unemployment is part of the
reason we have been skeptical of the bullish
premise which is largely based on technical
factors. Admittedly, employment is a lagging
indicator in any recovery, but if we’re going to
invest based upon the premise that the
economy is getting better, it would be helpful
to see more positive signs on the employment
front.
However, we would be remiss if we didn’t
consider the positive signs in the markets. For
example, Zero Hedge reports that in the week
ending January 12, “Domestic equity funds per
ICI saw an inflow of $3,765 million following
last week's outflow of $4,229 million. This still
makes it the largest inflow going back to
2009.” It may be a sign that retail investors are
starting to put money back into the markets.
Where is this money coming from? One
possibility would be the municipal bond
market, as Zero Hedge reported. “And yes,
bond fund flows in everything but Munis were
positive. Non-taxables saw another whopper of

We e k o f J a n u a r y 2 3 , 2 0 1 1
an outflow, this time for a total of $2.4
billion. Perhaps it is time for the propaganda
crew to give stocks a breather and get the
lemmings into the doomed municipals space
(where at most recent check Illinois CDS at 280
bps were trading 100 bps wider of mutinous
Tunisia at 180).” In all likelihood, at least some
money is flowing out of munis and finding its
way into other investments like equities and
bonds other than municipal bonds.
This week’s newsletter trade idea comes
courtesy of Pharmboy. He likes Northwest
Biotherapeutics, Inc. (NWBO.OB), at less than
70 cents. Northwest Biotherapeutics is a
development stage biotechnology company
focused on developing and commercializing
immunotherapy products designed to act in the
treatment of cancer. “The Company’s approach
in developing cancer therapies utilizes its
expertise in the biology of dendritic cells,
which are a type of white blood cell that
activate the immune system. The Company’s
cancer therapies have been demonstrated in
clinical trials to significantly extend both time
to recurrence and survival, whilst providing a
superior quality of life with no debilitating
side effects when compared with current
therapies.” Pharmboy thinks of this company
as a “VERY young Dendreon, a high risk, high
reward play.” For more information, visit
Northwest Biotherapeutics’s website.
Looking at the week ahead, we are still
concerned that surprise events in Europe
or Asia might trigger investors to flock
back to the Dollar, strengthening the
Dollar and causing weakness in the stock
market. In a nutshell, this why we are
still reluctant to join the bullish band
wagon. For the moment, we are
remaining “cashy and cautious.”
As always, be careful out there!
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Next Week’s Economic Calendar
Monday 24

Tuesday 25

Wednesday 26

Thursday 27

Friday 28

11:00 AM: 4-Week Bill
Announcement

FOMC Meeting Begins

7:00 AM: MBA Purchase
Applications

8:30 AM: Durable
Goods Orders

8:30 AM: GDP

11:30 AM: 3-Month Bill
Auction

7:45 AM: ICSC Goldman Store Sales

10:00 AM: New Home
Sales

8:30 AM: Jobless
Claims

8:30 AM: Employment
Cost Index

11:30 AM: 6-Month Bill
Auction

8:55 AM: Redbook

10:30 AM: EIA
Petroleum Status
report

10:00 AM: Pending
Home Sales Index

9:55 AM: Consumer
Sentiment

9:00 AM: S&P Case Shiller HPI

1:00 PM: 5-Year Note
Auction

10:30 AM: EIA Natural
Gas Report

10:00 AM: Consumer
Confidence

2:15 PM: FOMC
Meeting
Announcement

11:00 AM: 3-Month
and 6-Month Bill
Announcements

1:00 PM: 4-Week and
Two-Year Note
Auctions
POMO DAY
($7Bn - $9Bn)

POMO DAY
($6Bn - $8Bn)

11:00 AM: 7-Year Note
Auction
NO POMO TODAY

POMO DAY
($4Bn - $6Bn)

POMO DAY
($7Bn - $9Bn)

Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon
information that is considered to be reliable. However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its
completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are
responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance,
including the tracking of virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Oxen Group or anyone related to PSW is a registered financial adviser and they may
hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell based on
anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial
instrument. Securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any
opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only intended at the
moment of their issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does not constitute advice on the
tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular
investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to you of any particular
securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it is suitable for your
particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice.
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